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age of empires 2 hd is of course an expansion
pack for the game age of empires 2, and
contains 4 new civilizations : the ethiopian
empire, the congo kingdoms, the ghana empire,
and the han empire it also contains the age of
empires 2 dlc' s the african kingdoms for free,
but be aware that the african kingdoms hd is not
working with the new engine. it is compatible
with the original age of empires 2. it includes all
the features that can be found in the original aoe
2 and even more, for example, the new indian
cavalry and the ship in the ethiopian empire. the
game is very good, but the game has the same
problems that age of empires 1 has, and that's
the old engine. however, i'm happy to play this
game in 4k, and it's the only game so far that
has a 4k option. other games have a 4k option,
but only when using the high graphic settings. i
have tried installing the original edition of age of
empires 2, but the first problem is that the
installer does not support windows xp. i played
age of empires 2 in windows 7 (the system i
installed it on) for several years, and the game
has been quite stable. it is, however, a bit buggy,
which is why i have always downloaded the
patch from the website. now that i have windows
10 on my computer, however, i had to install a
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complete copy of the game. the award-winning
age of empires® franchise is now in hd.
featuring over 1,000 years of human history, a
huge cast of playable civilizations, and detailed
civilizations, weapons, and naval combat, age of
empires ii hd takes the series to a higher level.
age of empires ii hd brings back 9 classic
campaigns of several scenarios each. guide
vikings in their search of new home and new
places to plunder, or ran a vicious protection
racket on the entire europe at attila the hun.each
campaign will take many well-spent hours of
your time as you manage, explore, and conquer
to your heart's content.
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